Single Heartbeat Cardiac Tagging for the Evaluation of Transient Phenomena
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Many cardiac abnormalities are of a transient nature, creating a beat-to-beat variation in myocardial function. This work presents the cardiac imaging technique for the measurement of regional function during transient cardiac phenomena. All information necessary for the reconstruction of a cine loop is acquired within a single heartbeat, avoiding the temporal blurring introduced by segmented imaging due to the assumption of cardiac cycle periodicity. This method incorporates a gradient-optimized, high-efficiency EPI-SSFP sequence and TSENSE parallel imaging. For acquisitions with readout resolutions of 128, 160, 192, and 256 points, the technique produced images with average temporal resolution of 35, 39, 43, and 52 ms and average spatial resolutions of 2.65, 2.12, 1.77, and 1.32 mm in the readout direction, respectively, and 2.88 and 2.08 mm in the phase encode direction for acceleration rates of 3 and 4, respectively. Local apparent strains in the single slice and measurements of ventricular end-systolic and end-diastolic areas were used as quantitative measures to validate the single heartbeat technique. To demonstrate the utility of the sequence, movie loops were acquired for multiple heartbeats in non-breath-held acquisitions as well as during a Valsalva maneuver. A heartbeat-interleaved acquisition allowed for the reconstruction of nonaccelerated images from R contiguous heartbeats. Images reconstructed from such data displayed tag blurring and reduced tag persistence due to motion and interheartbeat variability. Images acquired during the Valsalva maneuver demonstrated apparent beat-to-beat variability, visible both in the images and as changing strain patterns and ventricular volumes. Magn Reson Med 54:1455–1464, 2005. Published 2005 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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Many myocardial abnormalities are transient in nature, leading to beat-to-beat variation in cardiac function. Generally, quantitative regional function is assessed using segmented k-space imaging, which acquires multiple cardiac phases over several heartbeats and assumes the periodicity of the cardiac cycle. k-space is partitioned into several segments, each of which is acquired repeatedly in separate heartbeats, and a given cardiac phase is reconstructed from the corresponding segments from each of the heartbeats. While this method reduces the temporal window of each image, typically referred to as the temporal resolution, it ignores the inherent averaging from the use of data obtained over multiple cardiac cycles and precludes the accurate imaging of transient phenomena that span multiple heartbeats. The presented technique acquires a complete cine loop of one slice position within a single heartbeat yielding a self-contained dataset that does not require the assumption of cardiac periodicity as it does not require temporal averaging. This technique opens new opportunities to investigate transitory changes in cardiac function such as respiratory effects on the heart, albeit without addressing issues of through-plane motion.

Real-time single heartbeat acquisitions have been presented before, even as early as 1987 by Chapman et al. (1). The necessary temporal and spatial resolution required to correctly assess cardiac function have also been described. Setser et al. (2) proposed that accurate measurement of left ventricular (LV) volume and ejection fraction requires sampling at 20–25 Hz or better (~40 ms temporal resolution) and 2 × 2 mm spatial resolution or better for resting heart rates and that better temporal resolutions are necessary for higher heart rates, such as seen during stress tests. These results imply that previous real-time works have lacked sufficient spatial and/or temporal resolution (3–8) necessary for clinically relevant measurements of transient events. For example, Schalla et al., Nagel et al., and Bornsted et al. (3–5) rely on the high efficiency achievable with echo-planar (EPI) techniques with nine readouts to achieve a spatial resolution of 2.2 × 4.4 mm (reduced spatial resolution) and were limited to a temporal resolution of 62 ms (i.e., 16-Hz sampling). Unfortunately, the use of EPI with long echotrain lengths (compared to the \( T_2^* \) of the heart) leads to artifacts from off-resonance, motion and flow, and phase discontinuities that can have deleterious effects on image quality (9–12). Other work has relied upon the combined efficiency and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of TrueFISP or steady-state free precession (SSFP) for real-time applications (13,14). Lee et al. (6) used Cartesian sampling (55 ms and 2.7 × 4.2 mm) while Shankaranarayanan et al. (7), Schaeffer et al. (15), and Spuerup et al. (16) use radial sampling (91, 80, and 100 ms and 2.5 (2), 2.3 (2), and 2.5 (2) mm, respectively) to achieve adequate temporal or spatial resolutions, but not both. Furthermore, all these works rely on view or echo sharing reconstructions, which reduce their true temporal resolution by a factor of 2 (17). Similarly, Nayak and Hu (8) have used very efficient spiral sampling to achieve nominal spatial resolutions of 1.88 × 1.88 mm at the cost of temporal resolution, 96 ms. Other studies have applied accelerated imaging to improve temporal resolution (18–20),
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but these studies have typically focused on low latency reconstructions and therefore lower acceleration rates, sacrificing potential gains in resolution. Although current real-time acquisitions have been shown to be accurate in reporting left ventricular function in the form of ejection fraction and myocardial wall volumes (2,4), the spatial and/or temporal resolution obtained may not be enough to detect regional variations in cardiac function.

This work presents the use of an ECG-triggered, fast and efficient imaging technique combined with high acceleration parallel imaging that provides high spatial and temporal resolution images without view sharing ideal for imaging transient wall motion patterns from individual cardiac cycles. The data acquisition methods are similar to those used in so-called real-time imaging techniques. However, we avoid the specific use of the term “real-time” here because it suggests low latency reconstruction, which, although possible, was not implemented in the current work. The method incorporates the use of hardware optimized gradient waveforms (21,22) combined with a high efficiency three-echo EPI-SSFP sequence (23) and an adaptive parallel imaging technique, TSENSE (adaptive sensitivity encoding incorporating temporal filtering) (24). Finally, myocardial tagging (25–27) is used to provide a measure of regional cardiac function. All combined, this technique provides images with an unprecedented combination of spatial and temporal resolution (i.e., 1.7 × 2.0 mm, 43 ms) for the measurement of changes within a single slice through the heart within a single heartbeat and the investigation of phenomena that exhibit beat-to-beat variation.

METHODS

All images were acquired on a 1.5 T CV/i GE scanner (Waukesha, WI, USA) with 40 mTm⁻¹ maximum gradient amplitudes and 180 Tm⁻¹s⁻¹ maximum gradient slew rates. Images were acquired using an eight-channel cardiac phased array coil (Nova Medical, Wilmington, MA, USA) and a locally built eight-channel receiver. All reconstructions were done offline in MATLAB (Natick, MA, USA). Five normal human volunteers were scanned (three male, 31 ± 5 years old, weight 66 ± 15 kg) with full consent and under a protocol approved by the NHLBI institutional review board.

Imaging Pulse Sequence

The single heartbeat EPI-SSFP sequence was implemented as a three-echo fully balanced sequence, described by Herzka et al. (28). The sequence shown in Fig. 1 takes advantage of the high SNRs and excellent efficiency available with balanced SSFP (13,14). The sequence was optimized using gradient hardware optimized trapezoidal waveforms (21,22) yielding the shortest possible TRs and highest efficiency allowed by the physical gradient amplitudes and slew rates for a Cartesian top-down interleaved trajectory. Due to precise pulse sequence control of the imaging gradients, it was not necessary to apply additional corrections for the use of EPI during image reconstruction although artifacts due to off-resonance spins (i.e., fat) were expected.

Upon detection of the cardiac trigger, the tagging sequence was applied, followed by a magnetization-catalyzing sequence based on the work of Hennig et al. (29),

$$\alpha(n) = \frac{\alpha}{2N} \cdot (2n + 1) \quad \text{for} \quad 0 \leq n < N$$

$$\alpha(n) = \alpha \quad \text{for} \quad n \geq N,$$

where $\alpha$ is the imaging flip angle, $n$ is the RF excitation index, and $N$ is the number of RF pulses to be used in the magnetization restoration pulse sequence (Fig. 1a). Imaging began immediately after tagging, albeit with an expected minor loss in SNR during the first cardiac phase due to the nature of the magnetization restoring sequence, which linearly increases the angle subtended between the magnetization and the z-axis over the first $N$ TRs. In this work, typically $N = 5$ was used.

FIG. 1. (a) Acquisition schematic: Upon detection of the ECG trigger, the myocardial tagging sequence and a magnetization-restoring sequence were played. Ten TRs were acquired for each cardiac phase using the pulse sequence shown in (b), yielding 30 lines of k-space per cardiac phase before TSENSE processing. At the end of the imaging period, typically covering 85–95% of the cardiac cycle, a magnetization-storing $\alpha/2$ pulse followed by a fat saturation sequence was applied. (b) displays the three-echo EPI-SSFP sequence used for the single-heartbeat cine acquisitions. The use of gradient optimized waveforms results in the shortest possible TRs and highest efficiency allowed by a given slew rate.
Ten TRs or 30 lines of k-space were acquired for each image with temporal resolutions, matrix sizes, and spatial resolutions specified in Table 1. Since field of view (FOV) varied with volunteer, and TR varied with FOV and slice obliquity, all values reported in Table 1 include mean and SD as well as range. After imaging was completed for a given cardiac cycle, a magnetization storing α/2 at TR/2 prep pulse and a fat saturation sequence were applied to avoid artifacts from the interruption of steady state at the beginning of the next cardiac cycle. A total of 85–95% of the cardiac cycle was imaged. After the first few cardiac phases, the fat signal returned to its steady-state value although it did not compromise tagged image processing. Typical imaging parameters were as follows: TE = TR/2 for the middle echo, which sampled the central region of k-space; α = 40° or 45°; ±125 kHz receiver bandwidth; and 8 mm slice thickness, 75–80% rectangular FOVs ranging from 30 × 22 to 37 × 28 cm. For stripe and grid tagged acquisitions, a symmetric set of five RF pulses with relative weights 0.64, 0.89, and 1.00 were used along with seven pixel tag separation. Acquisitions typically spanned 30–60 consecutive heartbeats. As shown in Table 1 different readout resolutions of 128, 160, 192, and 256 points and two different k_y resolutions of 90 and 120 lines were acquired for acceleration rates of 3 and 4, respectively.

Parallel Imaging and Nonaccelerated (R = 1) Reconstructions

The TSENSE parallel imaging technique was used to accelerate the acquisition of the single-heartbeat cine loops (24). The last 12 cardiac phases of each cardiac cycle were used to generate a low temporal resolution reference image from which B_f field maps and the coil-dependent sensitivity coefficients were generated. Since the sensitivity coefficients were determined from the original data spanning only a single cardiac cycle, no problems with respect to registration or respiratory motion were encountered and it was unnecessary to perform any other reference scan. Acceleration rates (R) of 3 and 4 were used and all images were reconstructed offline using MATLAB (Natick, MA, USA). For R = 3 acquisitions 90 k_y-line matrix reconstructions were performed while for R = 4 120 k_y-line matrix reconstruction was performed, yielding similar temporal resolutions. Note, however, that each line of k-space acquired contributed only to a single cardiac phase and no view sharing was utilized: quoted frame rates reflect true temporal resolution. An SNR loss due to the use of parallel imaging can be expected as given by the equation

$$\text{SNR}_{\text{TSENSE}} = \frac{\text{SNR}_{\text{Full}}}{g \sqrt{R}},$$

where SNR_{TSENSE} and SNR_{Full} are the SNRs obtained using TSENSE and with nonaccelerated, full acquisitions, respectively, g is the loss associated with geometric factors, and R is the acceleration rate used in imaging.

As proposed by the TSENSE method, the lines of k-space acquired are varied for successive cardiac phases, leading to an interleaved phase encode ordering. Data from any R contiguous cardiac phases can be combined into a nonaccelerated image with reduced temporal resolution.

In a manner analogous to conventional segmented k-space imaging, the acquisition line ordering of single heartbeat scans was also interleaved by heartbeat such that the nth cardiac phase of any R temporally contiguous heartbeats can be combined and reconstructed into an image. These datasets will be referred to as the nonaccelerated R-heartbeat acquisitions and allowed for the reconstruction of datasets that demonstrate the necessity of the single-heartbeat approach.

Measurement of Myocardial Function

Tag tracking was performed using the FastTag (v 12.2) software, based on the UNTETHER algorithm (30). Motion analysis, including strain calculations, was performed using the methods of Ozturk and McVeigh, based on B-spline fitting of the motion fields (31). Typically sets of 25–30 heartbeats were processed. Also, end-systolic (ES) and end-diastolic (ED) LV areas in square millimeters were measured for each heartbeat by manual contouring. Special attention was paid to avoid papillary muscle when contouring. Due to the manually intensive nature of tagged image processing as used in this work, only one of the volunteer’s datasets was processed to completion, although images from all volunteers displayed similar conformational changes during Valsalva maneuvers.

Induction of Transient Myocardial Motion Patterns

To generate a condition during which cardiac function changed visibly in a transient manner from heartbeat to heartbeat, some volunteers were instructed to perform a Valsalva maneuver (32). After breath-holding for 5–10 heartbeats, the subjects undertook extensive expiratory efforts against a closed glottis, similar to the effects observed during coughing and heavy lifting (32). In general, the maneuver greatly increases intrathoracic pressure, causing the collapse of the large veins, impeding venous return, and reducing stroke volume and cardiac output (33). The heart rate increases while blood pressure drops, reducing ventricular volumes. Upon release, a very fast transient drop in arterial pressure is experienced as blood begins to enter the pulmonary vascular bed. Soon thereafter, blood flow and cardiac output return to normal, but not before a small overshoot takes place (33). The maneuver results in highly variable ventricular volumes—particularly for the lower pressure right ventricular cavity—which would lead to artifacts in segmented imaging. Myocardial strains and relative ventricular areas at end-systole and end-diastole during the Valsalva maneuver were calculated and reported. The overall fractional reduction in area, as calculated from the difference of the average of the area measured from the first five breathhold beats and the last five beats during the Valsalva maneuver were reported.

RESULTS

Figure 2 displays two complete cardiac cycles acquired with the single heartbeat tagging sequence. Figure 2a displays a cine acquired with 192 × 90 matrix using R = 3 acceleration, yielding 21 cardiac phases per heartbeat with a temporal...
The heartbeat displayed is part of an acquisition of 50 consecutive heartbeats. Figure 2b displays a cine acquired with a 256 × 120 matrix using \( R = 4 \) acceleration, yielding 18 cardiac phases with a temporal resolution of 51 ms and spatial resolution of 1.4 × 2.25 mm. Due to the choice of imaging, flip angle (45°) tags persist in both these acquisitions past early diastole and into diastasis. The use of a flip ingredient...
angle ramp allows for complete visualization of the tags in the first cardiac phase.

Figure 3 displays a comparison of exactly the same raw data acquired during regular breathing reconstructed in two different manners. The left column displays single heartbeat data reconstructed using TSENSE ($R = 4$), while the right column displays the equivalent data reconstructed without parallel imaging ($R = 1$). Note that the tags persist longer on the accelerated images compared to the corresponding ones reconstructed from multiple heartbeats due to the elimination of blurring due to interheartbeat motion. This is particularly obvious in the liver, which moves drastically during breathing.

Figure 4 displays the end-diastolic cardiac phase (21st of 21) for 25 heartbeats acquired during a Valsalva maneuver. LV cavity contours are displayed for easy assessment of conformation changes. The acquisition was done with a $192 \times 90$ matrix, $R = 3$, and $36 \times 27$ cm FOV and achieved a temporal resolution of 42 ms and a spatial resolution of $1.8 \times 3.0$ mm. The volunteer was asked to breath-hold for the first 5 heartbeats. The effect of the maneuver becomes apparent by the 8th heartbeat as evidenced by the flattening of the inferior wall. The increased pressure was maintained until the 21st heartbeat, after which the volunteer breathed heavily. Due to the rapid changes in heart rate, some ECG triggers were missed during the onset of breath-
ing after the maneuver, causing the omission of the imme-
diately following cardiac cycles. Through-plane motion is
also apparent in the images from the last 4 heartbeats.
Conformational changes due to the increased intrathoracic
pressure are readily observed with the LV contours. Note
that were these data, or a subset thereof, used for genera-
tion of images with the standard segmented imaging meth-
ods, artifacts and blurring would result.

The results of the strain analysis performed on the series of
beats showcased in Fig. 4 are displayed in Fig. 5. Data dis-
played are for two of six radial segments of myocardium, the
lateral (left) and septal (right) walls. The y-axis (vertical)
corresponds to cardiac phase while the x-axis (horizontal)
corresponds to heartbeat number. As expected, there is very
little difference between the strain patterns observed during
the first five beats of the acquisition due to the nature of
breath-holding. However, the data acquired during the Val-
salva maneuver display changes in the strain patterns, par-
ticularly on the lateral wall. Also, strain patterns are even
more distinct once free breathing resumes (beat 21) al-
though through-plane motion was apparent (Fig. 4).

Figure 6 displays the relative end-systolic right ventric-
ular area (a), left ventricular end systolic (b), and end-
diastolic (c) areas as measured by contouring from the
dataset in Fig. 4. Area values of the last five heartbeats
were excluded due to obvious through-plane motion. Note
how the right ventricular area drops at the onset of the
maneuver (beat 5) although it takes a few beats for the drop
in venous return to propagate to the left ventricular cavity.

DISCUSSION
Imaging Technique

The presented technique produced cine images from a
single cardiac cycle, removing the temporal averaging over
multiple heartbeats found in segmented imaging. Image
quality was maintained under conditions that displayed
beat-to-beat variations and would produce artifacts in ac-
quisitions spanning several heartbeats. Furthermore, the
technique achieved high spatial and temporal resolutions
in a real-time imaging setting, as shown in Table 1. For the
A typical FOV of 36 × 27 cm used with volunteers in this work, imaging with a 192 × 90 (R = 3) matrix achieved a temporal resolution of 42 ms and a spatial resolution of 1.88 × 3.00 mm. Similarly, for a matrix size of 256 × 20, a temporal resolution of 51 ms was achieved with a spatial resolution of 1.41 × 2.25 mm. This combination of spatial and temporal resolutions has not been demonstrated before in “real-time” cardiac imaging, primarily because of the focus on low latency reconstruction that is not implemented in this work.

Previous measures of cardiac function using real-time images were limited in terms of spatial or temporal resolution. Other work relied on gradient echo imaging together with EPI readouts with long echo trains (7–14 readouts). Here, the use of SSFP provides higher SNR than the gradient echo acquisitions used typically used with EPI (28). Furthermore, the use of EPI with long readouts in cardiac imaging can have detrimental effects on image quality due to image distortion form field inhomogeneity, short $T_2^*$, and multiple phase discontinuities (9,11). Here, a short three-echo readout is used and the interecho spacing is minimized by the use of hardware optimized trapezoidal gradient waveforms, reducing distortion from both sources. Furthermore, the three-echo sequence generates echoes that refocus field inhomogeneities as the center of $k$-space is sampled (34). And although no correction is applied for off-resonant spins (i.e., echo-time shifting (11), image quality was adequate for accurate measurement of regional function (see Fig. 2).

Parallel Imaging

High acceleration rate parallel imaging (with offline reconstruction) was applied to every acquisition, at the cost of SNR loss due to geometric factors. As expected, the use of
$R = 3$ generally had better image quality although at lower resolutions in the phase encode direction than the $R = 4$ acquisitions (90 versus 120 $k_y$-lines). While $R = 4$ acquisitions were used to increase spatial resolution, these acquisitions could have had improved temporal resolution, particularly when acquiring 256 readout points. For example, a 256 × 96 matrix would have had a temporal resolution of ~42 ms, yielding the same temporal resolution as the typical 192 × 120 scans. Similarly, a 192 × 96 $R = 4$ reconstruction would have had a temporal resolution of ~34 ms—the same resolution as the 128 × 120 scans. This trade-off could be beneficial for stripe tagged acquisitions, were most of the relevant information about motion is located in the lower frequency $k_y$-lines.

The use of high acceleration rates is not common in 2D imaging due to the price paid in SNR efficiency. The larger g-factor losses may severely compromise image quality, although this problem will be ameliorated by the upcoming release of 16- and 32-receiver channel systems. The larger number of coils will allow for more stable and better conditioned reconstruction of undersampled data as well as increased SNR. Furthermore, as optimized algorithms for reconstruction are implemented on faster processors and on a larger number of processors, higher acceleration reconstructions will be possible in true real-time fashion: little to no latency between acquisition and display. In the current work, offline reconstruction took approximately 10–20 s per heartbeat, depending on the matrix size. However, reconstruction was not optimized for speed and implemented in a generally slow platform (MATLAB).

For validation of the single heartbeat tagging technique, the raw data were also reconstructed without TSENSE acceleration, that is, by combining four contiguous heartbeats in a sliding window manner. This type of reconstruction was possible as phase encode acquisitions were not only interleaved by cardiac phase, as suggested by the TSENSE method, but also by heartbeat. These nonaccelerated cine loops ($R = 1$) displayed higher SNR at the expense of blurring and tag persistence. This is particularly obvious in Fig. 3, where tags persist for longer in the accelerated ($R = 4$) images and the edges of structures are less blurred (e.g., the liver’s movement from breathing). Note that two different $R = 2$ reconstructions could also have been possible with the same datasets, although none are displayed here: a contiguous paired two-heartbeat and a contiguous paired two-cardiac phase reconstruction (e.g., beats 1 and 2, beats 3 and 4, and Phases 1 and 2, Phases 3 and 4).

In the context of general cardiac imaging where the majority of successive heartbeats are expected to be substantially similar to one another, the heartbeat-interleaved acquisition could be used for selective combining of beats for SNR gain (35). In this scenario, the single heartbeat parallel-reconstructed images would act as a self-navigator used to determine candidates for combination, providing a Cartesian sampling equivalent of projection reconstruction self-gated techniques (36) or variable density spiral imaging (37). The images reconstructed with high acceleration rates can be used to determine whether the current heartbeat is acceptable in terms of respiratory phase or other motion, yielding a non-breath-held, high SNR cine loop from the multibeat dataset. Furthermore, because the present technique uses data matrices with high spatial resolutions and generates images with high temporal resolutions, the resulting averaged acquisitions would be of similar quality to standard cine acquisitions in terms of resolution.

### Measurement of Myocardial Function Using Tagging

Images were acquired during a Valsalva maneuver, as a demonstration of the single heartbeat tagging technique in use during rapid, beat-to-beat changes in cardiac function. Figure 4 displays diastolic images while Fig. 6 displays the area curves for the first 20 heartbeats obtained from the results of a single normal volunteer. Looking at the right ventricular areas in Fig. 6a, it can be seen that the right ventricle begins to reduce in size immediately upon the initiation of the Valsalva maneuver. This is expected, as the large increase in intrathoracic pressure as well as the collapsing of the large veins and reduction of venous return are all bound to reduce the RV volume. The right ventricular area decreased by 35%, which compares favorably with the results from Little et al. (38), who saw a decrease of ~40% in ED RV area using echocardiography. The ED and ES left ventricular areas decreased 15 and 25%, respectively, as shown in Fig. 6. These results are similar to the previously published results from Robertson et al. (39), who saw decreases of 11.2 and 9.5% for the ED and ES dimension from 1D echocardiography. Adjusting the results from Robertson et al. for the differences between 1D and 2D measurements and assuming a circular ventricle, 1D decreases in dimension of 11.2 and 9.5% are equivalent to 21 and 18% decreases in area. These results are therefore consistent with those obtained with single heartbeat MR imaging.

The single heartbeat tagging technique has also demonstrated changes in strain patterns during the maneuver (Fig. 5). It is important to point out that the strain patterns obtained from the first 5 breath-held heartbeats are very similar, indicating that the single heartbeat tagging technique is stable. Also, the strain patterns of the first few beats within the Valsalva maneuver are not very distinct from those of the first 5 beats. This can be explained by the fact that the right-ventricular pressure drop takes a few heartbeats to propagate fully to the left ventricular system. Robertson et al. (39) report that the minimum LV dimension is not reached until 12–20 beats after initiation of the maneuver. Similarly, Nishimura et al. (33) also demonstrate data where the decreases in arterial blood pressure do not begin until the 10th beat of the Valsalva maneuver. In fact, the strain patterns displayed by beats 10–15 beats after initiation of the maneuver do display changing strain patterns. For example, there is a delay in the onset of systole from heartbeats 14 to 20 in the lateral wall (Fig. 5, left, bottom). It is important to realize that strains are computed relative to the first cardiac phase of each individual heartbeat. In general, if measurements were made relative to the configuration of the first cardiac phase of the initial non-Valsalva heartbeat, greater differences in strain patterns could be observed. From Fig. 4 it is obvious that the end diastolic relaxed state of the myocardium has become stretched during the Valsalva maneuver; it is an interesting observation that the dynamic range of the strain...
is so remarkably preserved. In any case, the variable nature of the acquisition highlights the need for a technique that can measure regional function heartbeat to heartbeat.

**Technique Limitations**

Single, 2D slice imaging of motion as used in this work has limitations with respect to through-plane motion. Specifically, the slice position is not adjusted to follow the material (i.e., slice following), so a different material location may be imaged for each cardiac phase. This is a problem common to many well-established cardiac imaging techniques. Unfortunately, most slice tracking methods are based on subtraction techniques, requiring multiple heartbeat acquisitions, and thus could not be utilized in their present form for this work.

The impact of uncompensated through-plane motion is dependent on several factors including the net displacement in the through-plane direction and the changes in geometry and heterogeneity of the underlying object being imaged. In this work, a mid-level short axis slice was chosen: such a slice is expected to have a maximum displacement less than approximately one slice width (~10 mm). For this prescription, and for acquisitions without severe respiratory motion, the geometry of the heart is relatively uniform in the through-plane direction, minimizing the changes induced by through-plane motion on the strain data. Also, for this type of experiment, and for the proposed research experiments (next section), physiologic changes are assumed to affect the heart as a whole, implying that the response of the myocardium to the transient conditions, e.g., the Valsalva maneuver, will produce strain values that vary slowly in the long axis direction.

One focus of this work is to demonstrate strain measurements and observe variations in strain between corresponding cardiac phases from heartbeat to heartbeat. In terms of Fig. 5, the most important new information is found in the variation along the horizontal axis. Even if through-plane motion does have an effect on each individual cardiac phase within a cardiac cycle, approximately that same motion would affect subsequent cardiac cycles too, and so heartbeat-to-heartbeat variations, i.e., the data of interest, would be preserved. For example, Fig. 4 presents a sequence of images of a single diastolic cardiac phase for multiple heartbeats throughout a Valsalva maneuver. There is little change in the appearance of the slice being imaged from heartbeat to heartbeat. Although this does not account for through-plane motion, it implies that any through-plane motion is causing minimal changes in the measured strains. In image 23, there is a clear change in conformation introduced by the resumption of breathing in a severe and abrupt manner. In fact, once breathing resumes, through-plane motion greatly increases and no valid comparisons can be made with previous data. The same can be said of Fig. 5, where strain data are presented. Looking at strain in the lateral wall, it is possible to see that strains change radically once breathing is resumed. These changes could be due to the resumption of blood flow or from through-plane motion, but given the limited nature of single slice imaging, it is not possible to determine conclusively.

The effects of through-plane motion probably do not have a major effect on the strain results presented here. It is important to note that, if imaging under conditions where there is larger variability in the myocardium in the long-axis dimension, through-plane motion will have larger effects on the measures of regional function. For example, if looking at a small infarct model with significant heterogeneity in the long-axis dimension, measures of strains as presented here could be compromised.

**Imaging Applications**

The presented technique, in its current implementation, is designed as a tool for the study of cardiac function. One application where the combination of high spatial and temporal resolutions may be of use is the generation of rapid ventricular volume and ejection fraction measurements concurrent with regional function. As suggested by Nayak and Hu (8) and Bornsted et al. (5), one slice could be imaged per heartbeat, obtaining complete heart coverage within one breath-hold. Furthermore, such an acquisition could easily include both long and short axis slices, allowing for true 3D measurement of strains (30,31). Other applications could include stress testing (3), although use of matrix sizes that yield higher temporal resolutions (i.e., 192 x 96, R = 4) might be necessary due to the increased heart rate (2). Furthermore, visual examination of tags can qualitatively point to cardiac dysfunction earlier in the exam if a low latency reconstruction were applied. Single heartbeat imaging might also be able to correctly image transient wall motion patterns developed during the stress test that the conventional 10-heartbeat segmented imaging sequence might mask due to temporal averaging.

The use of single heartbeat myocardial tagging can also be used for the determination of single heartbeat fiber stress–fiber length loops analogous to the pressure–volume loops used for analysis of cardiac mechanics and as described by Prinzen et al. (40) for segmented acquisitions. Such application could yield another tool for the study of cardiac function and contractility during changes in pacing rate, pacing location or from changes in preload, and afterload, all of which can result in drastic changes in global function from state to state. Similarly, the technique could be used for the study of premature ventricular contractions or ectopic beats, both of which are currently not being studied with MRI.

Finally, combined with a low latency reconstruction, the single heartbeat tagging technique could find multiple uses within the field of interventional MRI. For example, ethanol injections and RF ablations are used as treatments for cardiomyopathies and rhythm disorders and direct visualization of tag motion could provide immediate feedback on the extent and success of treatment.

**CONCLUSION**

We have presented a fast imaging technique for the measurement of regional cardiac function within a single heartbeat, which allows for the monitoring of function during transient cardiac events. The technique combined the use of a high-efficiency, gradient-optimized EPI-SSFP sequence with high acceleration factor parallel imaging and achieved a combination of high spatial and temporal resolutions. Measurement of cardiac function through
transient phenomena was demonstrated with the use of Valsalva maneuvers, during which intrathoracic pressure caused distinct changes in function in a beat-to-beat nature. A comparison with nonaccelerated reconstruction of the same raw data confirmed the benefits of single heart-beat imaging by reducing both motion artifacts and tag blurring.
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